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Foreword
For reasons that no one at my webhosting company could figure out, all the links to my court records in
this book and my gbforussenate.com website stopped working on March 4th, 2019. I have spent a month
with tech support from India to the Phillipines to Arizona to Burlington, MA. No one has been able to
figure out why. Fortunately, all my files were backed up on my gnbtaxpayers.com server. If the link to my
gbforussenate.com server says, “Not found,” just replace gbforussenate.com in the address bar with
gnbtaxpayers.com and the link will work.
Gerard Beloin - April 1, 2019
In my opinion, Gerard Beloin has become the top cop in the State of NH by default, because out of fear,
complacency or complicity, no politician or law enforcement agents in NH have had the balls to take “These
Guys” on. He is a proven winner as a freedom fighter. A freedom fighter that this state and this country sorely
needs currently in history.
This shocking real-life political murder mystery will keep you up reading all night long. This is a riveting story
about how one blue blooded patriot taxpayer watchdog with one smart dog defeated the best and the brightest of
organized crime in NH politics while exposing a multi-billion-dollar taxpayer rip off. It truly is organized crime in
NH politics and beyond. “These Guys” all want Gerard and his dog to be dead and they are letting them know it. It
is all caught on tape. They even went so far as to beat Kenny Boy with a dead porcupine zip tied to a bat! He
barely survived. The real shock of this story is that no one in a position of legal authority, except for the
anonymous tipsters (I understand their anonymity) are doing anything about it. The way Gerard not only survived
but came out on top is amazing. Gerard is a man with brass balls and an untamed intellect. This book will make
you cry, make you laugh and then make you angry that this can still happen in America today.
Who ordered the assassination of Gerard's political ally, liberal Goffstown School Board Chairman, Dr. Craig
Hieber and put a hit contract out on Gerard? The question is not whether Dr. Hieber was assassinated or not? They
admit to “getting rid of him because he knew what was going on.” They brag about how they assassinated
him and others with poisonous gasses by “throwing gas bombs through windows when they can't get in.” Dr.
Hieber died of ARDS, (Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome) symptoms consistent with being poisoned with gas.
His widow, Attorney Sherry Hieber, sued the Catholic Medical Center, the CMC Emergency Room and the CMC
Emergency Room Doctor, an Italian by the name of Dr. Thomas D'Aprix. According to her testimony, Dr. Hieber
was getting better until he got to the CMC Emergency Room where “he could breathe in and out but could not get
any air in.” That is a symptom of an odorless poisonous gas. The judge on that case, Judge Phillip Mangones, was
in possession of the recordings while adjudicating her case. I'm going to use Gerard's apt nickname for him. Phillip
“The Ignorant.” He is on the record of ruling that Dr. Hieber died “unexpectedly and mysteriously.” Isn't that
usually the assessment when someone is assassinated? John “The Brain” Janigan, an admitted member of
organized crime, stated that mobsters use hospital emergency rooms to launder the dead bodies of their targets
because there is never a murder investigation when someone dies in a hospital emergency room. (page 5 and 6
lines 13 and 14 of official transcripts of the recordings) Out of the 250,000 deaths every year in US hospital
emergency rooms, there are zero murder investigations. If you are a member of the mob, THAT is where you want
your victim to die. Subpoenaed witness after subpoenaed witness with information helpful to Gerard or damaging
to the State, have either died “unexpectedly and mysteriously” or disappeared!
This book names all the powerful agents for the State and beyond that knew of the recordings admitting to the
political assassination of Dr. Hieber and hit contract on Gerard and did nothing or tried to cover it up. The most
intriguing part of this page turner is not so much who assassinated Dr. Hieber as to who ordered the hit and who
coordinated the admitted cover up. As you walk your way through his “lawtobography,” the unbelievable, backed
by court records, videotapes and audiotapes, becomes believable, and the impossible is achieved. The author of this
book has put together the most powerful expose of institutionalized political corruption working in concert with
organized crime that I have ever read. It will stand the test of time as the benchmark for how to expose organized
crime in politics. “These Guys” have become so powerful and arrogant, that it is just like the author states. “They
have stopped pretending.” This book has made them start pretending again. Gerard has given them no other
choice. As he states in his book, “They are now stuck between Gerard and a hard place.”
*This foreword was written by a Prominent NH Politician who is choosing to remain anonymous for fear of
retaliation against his family, himself and his business.
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“MENACE TO SOCIETY”
A Lawtobiography
by Gerard Beloin
The True Story Of A Political Prisoner From The “Live
Free Or Die” State Of New Hampshire.
A Story Of Organized Crime In New Hampshire Politics.
Covered Up By Judges And Lawyers Making Fake Laws.

Covered Up By Reporters In The Fake News Media.
Connected To The NH And Washington Cartels.
Donald Trump Is Right.
The Swamp Needs To Be Drained.
He Can Start In NH.
The Deep State And The FBI's “Secret Society” That Rule
It Are Real And Fully Exposed In This Book.
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COPYRIGHT
This book or any portion thereof may not be
reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever
without the express written permission of the
author, except for the use of brief quotations in a
book review. This publication is protected under
the international copyright laws and all rights are
reserved, including resale rights. You are not
allowed to give or sell this book to anyone else. If
you received this publication from anyone other
than the author or publisher, you’ve received a
pirated copy. Information in this book is intended
as a sharing of knowledge and information from
the research and experience of the author.
Any trademarks, service marks, product names
or named features are assumed to be the
property of the owner and are used only for
reference.
All court records linked or associated with this book
are public records and can be disseminated without
restrictions.
Copyright © 2018 Gerard Beloin All rights
reserved.
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PROLOGUE
This book is a political murder mystery written by a candidate for the US Senate in 2016 and 2020
linking organized crime, politicians, the courts and other powerful agents for the State of NH to a
racketeering enterprise designed to squelch American citizens 1st Amendment rights, civil rights and 2nd
Amendment rights. This book exposes, in detail, their coordinated nationwide efforts to issue official
“Licenses to Steal” to companies controlled by organized crime. They then use these licenses to grift our
hard earned education funding money and charitable donations using skills of deception so refined, that
they could have only been honed by the Devil and blessed by “The Disgraced” Bishop John B.
McCormack of the Diocese of Manchester.
The bulk of this book was written in 2011. It was scheduled to be published in the Fall of 2015 so I
could use it to launch my challenge to US Senator Kelly Ayotte in 2016. However, circumstances beyond
my control prevented me from getting it done until now, June 2017. Thankfully, Donald Trump won, and
Kelly Ayotte lost. I repeatedly stated during my campaign that Senator Kelly Ayotte needed to be
indicted, not re-elected. That statement and others similar to that got me kicked out of a few Town Hall
meetings where the 1st Amendment in the Live Free Or Die State of NH was revoked.
The 1st Amendment of the US Constitution is under assault in NH and across the country. This book
details how to win when fighting those who want to shut you up and shut you down.
The bulk of this book was written in 2011 while sitting in the Hillsborough County House of
Corrections. (HCHOC) The derogatory nicknames assigned to the characters in this book are not a
copycatting of President Donald Trump’s propensity to do the same. That is simply a coincident. We just
think alike. Also, according to my tipsters, Trump won NH.
Where did the $8 million in education funding money go? Asking that question at a Goffstown
School Board meeting in 2001 and demanding an answer triggered a chain of events, that over the next
14 years would land me in prison on charges of a class B felony for violating courthouse security. The
charges were based on forged and falsified court records stemming from wiretapping charges that were
dismissed with prejudice on June 9, 2006.
“Knowingly” bringing a loaded gun! into the Hillsborough County Superior Court - Northern
District, on February 27, 2009. “Guilty!” Carrying a concealed weapon without a license. “Guilty!”
Violation of probation for possessing a gun while on probation.
“Guilty!”................................................................... None of it is true. They just, simply, made it,
up!
How did a mild mannered 44-year-old businessman and family man who had never been in trouble
with the law become transformed into what Judge Larry Smukler of the Hillsborough County Superior
Court called, “A Menace To Society!?” With a $3 million-dollar bail on my head?!
This book will take you through the twists and turns of the incestuous relationship between the NH
political system, public contracts, law enforcement and the legal system that can only be described as
organized crime in NH politics. These heinous and insidious violations of the criminal codes, were all
admitted to and allegedly committed by agents for the State of NH and or their agents, after I decided to
become politically active and entered the belly of the beast of organized crime in NH politics and beyond
with a sophisticated recording device. These heinous violations of the criminal codes, documented on
tape, admittedly committed by professed members of organized crime and authenticated by two separate
NH Courts, consist of the following in alphabetical order. Several of these violations of the criminal
codes are capital crimes.
The most fundamental duty of government is to protect its citizens lives…... Anyone who fails to
understand this is not fit to hold public office.
Accessory to murder after the fact
Aiding and abetting
Affirmative Misconduct
Arson
Burglary
Breaking and entering
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Clerical Misprision
Conspiracy Against Rights
Conspiracy to commit murder
Conspiracy to commit arson
Conspiracy to commit fraud by framing an innocent man on gun crimes
Criminal threatening
Deprivation of rights under color of law
Driving after suspension
Embezzlement
Extortion and Theft by Extortion
Falsifying court records
First Amendment rights violation
Forging Court Records
Fraud
Grand theft larceny
Influencing or injuring officer or juror generally
Misfeasance in public office
Larceny
Misconduct
Misprision of felony – Dozens of counts
Murder by politicians
Murder for hire by politicians
Negative Misprision
Perjury + or – 88 counts
Poisoning a pet
Poisoning a human with gas
Racketeering
Second Amendment rights violation
Threatening public officials with gun violence
Theft by extortion
Transportation of dead bodies across state lines
Willful blindness
Willfully violating court ORDERs
Willful and wanton misconduct
Witness tampering
Willful misconduct of an employee
Wiretapping
This book will take you through the political and legal machinations that “These Guys” were willing
to execute in order to protect one of their own, who, according to my informants, let all “These Guys”
know, that “They all needed to hang together in order to keep from hanging separately.”
This book will expose the look the other way policy that permeates every level of local government,
State government and US government, all the way to the Obama administration Justice Department and
the FBI. Looking the other way to protect “These Guys.”
Who are “These Guys”???
Their identities will be revealed in the last chapter of the book. Their names are linked to the
documents connected to them by certified mail or court records. They were all willfully blind to the
recordings.
The one document that holds this whole unbelievable story together is the vicious illegal SLAPP
lawsuit filed by Attorney William Shaheen, US Senator Jeanne Shaheen’s husband, and his client
Captain Kerry Steckowych of the Goffstown PD. The emergency VERIFIED PETITION FOR
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PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF was filed on March 24, 2005, less than 2 weeks after I made
“The Recordings” public. The petition was signed “under oath” and sought as relief to have all these
recordings “seized and forfeited to the State,” all my computers “seized and forfeited to the State,” all
my recording devices “seized and forfeited to the State,” and a list of all the persons who had received a
copy provided to the court so that “These Guys” would be able to pay them a visit where the recordings
could be “seized and forfeited to the State.” I won the lawsuit by exposing the connections between the
Shaheens, Steckowych, organized crime and the dead Dr. Hieber. After the 1 st and only hearing where I
metaphorically kicked their asses around the courtroom, out of the courthouse doors, down the stairs and
into the streets with my Rockport shoes of legal arguments, Shaheen & Gordon offered to “make you
whole” by making me a very wealthy man if I agreed to stop exercising my constitutional rights. Their
money was stained with Dr. Hieber’s blood. I refused to accept their blood money.
Attorney William Shaheen is the husband of US Senator Jeanne Shaheen. He is a retired judge. He is
the former US Attorney for the State of NH under the Carter administration. He is the principle in the
largest, most politically well-connected and most prestigious law firm in the State of NH, “SHAHEEN &
GORDON PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION .” They have branches all over the States of NH and
Maine. He was Co Chairman of the Hillary For President Campaign in 2008. Attorney William Shaheen
is a national level Democrat political operative who did all Kerry Steckowych’s legal work, Pro Bono.
Attorney William Shaheen is also a mob attorney.
Captain Kerry Steckowych is also, Attorney Steckowych, Goffstown Police Prosecutor Steckowych,
Victim Witness Assistant for the Town of Goffstown Steckowyc h, Goffstown School Board member
Steckowych, Goffstown School Board Chairman Steckowych, prominent and controlling member of the
St. Lawrence Parish in Goffstown, (my parish), Steckowych, and leading candidate for Hillsborough
County Attorney, Steckowych. If you are being threatened in Goffstown, he is the one you need to go to
in order to get approval for a wiretap to catch the criminals.
Attorney Steckowych is also a proven member of organized crime. Also, according to his “close
personal friend” and fellow member of organized crime, John Janigan, Kerry Steckowych is also a
killer. According to John “The Brain” Janigan, Kerry Steckowych’s mob name is “The Killer.” Kerry
“The Killer” Steckowych!
The one proven dead body connected to Attorney Kerry “The Killer” Steckowych by these recordings
is his political foe and my political ally, Goffstown School Board Chairman, Dr. Craig Hieber. A liberal
Democrat.
The evidence that Dr. Hieber and I compiled against the Goffstown School Board and their
racketeering activities was so solid and the money so big, that according to Kerry “The Killer”
Steckowych’s “personal messenger,” “He knew what was going on and they said we better get rid of
him.” Kerry Steckowych’s “close personal friend” brags about how “These Guys” gassed Dr. Hieber.
“They throw gas bombs through windows when they can ’t get in.” That simple sentence clearly states
that there was a conspiracy to gas Dr. Hieber. They had done it before. And, they planned on doing it
again. Dr. Hieber died of Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome. (ARDS) That is consistent with being
gassed. Despite a wrongful death lawsuit filed by his widow against the Catholic Medical Center, the
CMC Emergency Room and the CMC Emergency Room Dr., Dr. Thomas D’Aprix, repeatedly claiming
that Dr. Hieber “could not breath,” despite these recordings bragging about gassing him so that he could
not breath and bragging about the successful political assassination of Dr. Craig “The Martyr” Hieber, no
murder investigation was conducted.
(Warning. The link to this following paragraph contains graphic images.)
I was arrested for the crime of wiretapping admitted members of organized crime who also worked as
agents for the State, threatening to have me shot, dismembered, chopped up into little pieces and fed to
the fishes in the Atlantic Ocean off of a “100 ft. f***ing fishing boat” in Gloucester, MA.
This book will detail my undefeated status in the courts in the multiple illegal SLAPP lawsuits of
State v Beloin and the repeated forging of court records by the State and the Courts to show that I had
lost when I had actually won. Because of these fraudulent court records, I'm sitting in the Hillsborough
County House of Corrections on May 14, 2011 in Manchester, NH writing this book.
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As you read this book you will find my legal arguments to be repetitive. Why? It's not because I am
afflicted with early onset Alzheimer’s. It's because there was no other argument to be made. It's not
complicated. I simply cited and read the State of NH RSAs and US Criminal Codes along with the
articles of the NH Constitution and the amendments of the US Constitution that showed I did nothing
wrong or illegal to a succession of judges, law enforcement officers and prosecutors. I showed them all
the precedent setting cases and constitutional rights that backed that argument up. I kept putting it in my
MOTIONS. There really was nothing else I could do. The insult to the reader will come when you realize
who I'm making the argument to and the sheer number of powerful NH legal brainiacs who insisted that
up was down, black was now white, the Earth was now flat, and the Sun does revolve around the Earth.
That is so, so obvious. You can actually see the sun rise in the East and set in the West. That is
conclusive proof! When I brought up the recordings as evidence to all these powerful legal authorities,
they all developed the stupids and sounded like they got their law degrees through an affirmative action
program at Forrest Gump University.
For 8 years I was making the right legal arguments to the NH Flat Earth Society Legal System in
Southern NH. It took 8 years to finally find someone in a modern-day NH legal authority to properly
interpret the laws and ORDER the State to release me from their grip. I can only compare myself to an
astronaut in orbit on the space station sending aerial photos of Earth to a modern-day Flat Earth Society
Lawyer and having the Flat Earth Society Lawyer e-mail me back a photo of the Pacific Ocean from
Huntington Beach California as conclusive proof that I am wrong. Then, the Flat Earth Society Judge
concurs with the “conclusive proof” produced by the Flat Earth Society Lawyer without viewing the
photos of the Earth taken from the space station and adjudicates me to be “Guilty!” Case closed!!!
Please feel free to skip through the repetitive legal arguments but do not skip the part of who I'm
making the legal argument to. That is the part that will insult you. By the time you are half way through
this book, the hair will start to stand up on the back of your neck. By the time you are done, your intellect
will be so insulted you will all be reaching for your pitch forks and wondering out loud, “What in the hell
is going on in the State of NH??”
Whatever it is, it is being mimicked by progressives around the country.
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DISCLAIMER
Since I became politically active, all my computers have been attacked by bugs that have crippled
them and rendered them useless. Here is a photo of a stack of laptops that have been recently disabled.
There are 3 missing. Following is the list of computers that have been disabled despite having all the best
antivirus money could buy installed on them. Three of these computers were Apples that had antivirus
software installed even though Apple computers are not supposed to get bugs. Even the Apple Geniuses
at the Rockingham Mall in Salem, NH were stymied. They said, “We have never seen anything like it.”
2003-12-03 - DELL INSPIRION 5150 LAP TOP COMPUTER - $2,800
2004-07-13 - DELL OPTIPLEX SX280 – 18458803765 - $1,645
2005-11-30 - MACINTOSH - IBOOK G4 - $999.00
2006-10-18 - MAC MINI - $699.00
2008-01-01 - MAC MINI - $599.00
2009- ACER EXTENSIA 5420 - $1,099
2009 - ACER ASPIRE 5517 - $499
2014-08-14 – HP LAPTOP from WalMart with Windows 8 - $199
2014-08-24 - DELL INSPIRION 3335BK - $499
2014-08-24 - DELL INSPIRION 3335BK - $499
In total there has been around $20,000 worth of extra cost in computers and associated software
destroyed. The money hurts but the time lost is even more valuable.
Since writing this book, my server that supports my websites has been wiped clean by hackers. I had
to reload all my files and rebuild my websites. I now pay extra for a 14 day back up to my websites. My
Wikipedia page has been wiped out. It was too good. I have not had the time to rebuild it. While I was in
prison, my Facebook page was edited to make me look like I belonged there. It was well done. The stuff I
posted was mixed in with the stuff “These Guys” posted. It was a professional hit job on my reputation.
While reading it, I said to myself. “They let this guy out 6 years early??” It took me several hours to
delete the freaky shit posted to my Facebook page. This book itself has been edited by someone other
than me that turned some of my hardest hitting chapters into nonsense and eliminated some of my best
paragraphs. I used to back up the book every day. I now back it up every 15 minutes. As of this date, July
16, 2017, I have just finished the 3 rd final editing in two weeks because chapters and paragraphs have
been shifted around to make the book look like it was written by someone with early onset Alzheimer's.
There are hundreds of links to my server in this book and some may have been corrupted. If there are
links in this book to pages that seem out of character of the theme of this book, or criminal, I did not put
them there. Most of the links are to documents or videos from my gbforussenate.net account,
gnbtaxpayers.com and my gbforussenate YouTube account. My YouTube accounts were also hacked
with the video of “Kelly Ayotte What Was She Thinking?” deleted. That is why the count is now so low.
That one had a count in the thousands. Now it is back in the low triple digits again and climbing fast.
Now I am using the two-tier security system to access my accounts.
Former CBS News correspondent Sharyl Attkisson has sued the Justice Department over the hacking
of her computers, officially accusing the Obama administration of illegal surveillance while she was
reporting on administration scandals. She is seeking $35 million in damages.
Attkisson resigned from CBS in March of 2014 after complaining that she was increasingly unable to
get her investigative stories on the air. She has published a best-selling book, “Stonewalled,” about her
battles against the network and the administration as she investigated stories on such subjects as
Benghazi, Fast and Furious and Obamacare. She was preceded in NH by reporters Roger Talbot and
Nancy Meersman. They are characters in this book whose stories parallel hers but have a very different
ending.
She also mentioned that her actions were being tracked because of her hard-hitting news stories
exposing corruption in the Obama administration. Computers turned on an off in the middle of the night.
Sound familiar? Stephanie “The Wizard” Wytrwal told me that whoever is hacking my computers had
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complete control of them and could plant and delete files and folders on my computers at will. (They
could probably even make it look like the Russians did it.) I have located some folders on my computer,
deep inside the operating system that require a password to open them. A password that I do not have. I
did not put them there. I do not know what is in the folders . I can't erase them. According to this
recording of an agent for the State, everything is going according to the game plan.
As soon as I am done writing this sentence, I am uploading my book to my server to begin the
process of public dissemination. Once it leaves my computer and possibly even before, there could have
been some unauthorized edits made that would make me look like I acted criminally. I'm putting in this
disclaimer because I am not willing to keep doing the final editing forever.
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DEDICATION
Where do I begin? It's a book of its own.
My sister Marielle Ross.
When the emotional turmoil of on again and off again incarceration became too much for my wife
Linda to bear, Marielle agreed to become my power of attorney so she could sign my business checks to
keep my company solvent until I got out. Marielle also became my outside contact to the internet to help
get my legal documents uploaded to the internet for public dissemination. She also, along with other
members of my family, made sure that my commissary account at the NH State Prison had enough
money in it to pay for the printing and postage for my MOTIONS. Her logical response when I asked for
another $1,000 in my account for printing and postage was, “What in the hell do you need $1,000 more
for printing and postage in prison?? I put a thousand in there last month!!” The answer is in this book. It
is what helped get me out of there 6 years early.
Dick Gagnon my IT guy.
He posted my legal documents on my websites for public dissemination. Marielle was willing but
technologically challenged. She had trouble making an attachment to an e-mail. I would mail him a copy
of my MOTIONS and he would post them to my server where they became searchable. It maintained my
high internet profile. It kept me safer. He attended my parole hearing. He informed everyone on the NH
State Prison Adult Parole Board that he was the one keeping the public informed about my court cases. I
believe that the members of the parole board thought Dick Gagnon was the most dangerous man in the
room at my parole hearing. Thank you, Dick. Now I know why our founding fathers put the 1 st
Amendment first.
My wife Linda Beloin.
Now my ex-wife. She did everything possible to help get me out of prison. Her affidavits confirming
the incessant stalking countered the States lies that I was making it up because I was mentally ill. Her
testimony at my sentencing hearing was spot on. Too bad that it fell on deaf ears.
My dog Kenny Boy.
He paid a high price for his dedication to me and my little family. I am still alive because of his
actions. Some of the poisonings and beatings he endured were due to the effectiveness of his training.
Those were my fault. Some of the poisonings and beatings were just because he was such an effective
watchdog. Those were his protective instincts. I would be dead without him. So, would my brother,
Father and Mother. Words can't begin to describe the connection between Kenny and me. He truly was a
gift from God at the time that I needed him the most. He became my best friend after my divorce. There
are actions he took that I did not include in this book that saved my life more than the times I address in
this book. I'm saving that information for a real investigator. Who are “These Guy?” Kenny knows but he
ain't talking.
My extended family.
Everyone in my family contributed financially while I was in prison to help me and my little family
stay afloat. My bother Ronnie bought Linda a good 2 nd hand car because I was not around to keep our old
running. My brother Danny gave me thousands if you count the diesel generator that was ruined while in
my possession. Marielle coughed up thousands more. My brother Fernand cut me a check for $500 as
soon as I got out of prison so I could fix my truck and get back to work. My Brother Denis helped with
cash for my commissary account for printing and more cash when I got out. Andy and Ginette attended
every day of my trial and paid my hundreds of dollars of contempt of court fines. Andy contributed
thousands for my bail and helped me buy a house. Donald is retired, disabled and on a very limited
budget. He helped with some cash. Mom and Dad coughed up $35,000 of the $50,000 needed for my bail
and Marielle passed the hat around to other family members for the balance. I never found out who and
exactly how much. They all got their bail money back and not a one of them has asked for a thank you.
I'm doing it here. Acting as my own attorney is much, much more effective on the streets than behind the
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prison walls. My family is one of the reasons I am a free man today. When I am fully recovered
financially, I expect to make them all whole again.
Coos County Attorney John McCormack.
He bucked the Flat Earth Society Legal System in Southern NH and set this “Menace To Society”
free on the streets of America to do what God put me here to do.
Doug Wicks.
Being from New Jersey, he had an advanced view of how organized crime in politics worked and he
wrote letters to the powers that be and gave me numerous heads up that helped keep me two steps ahead
of “These Guys.”
Taxpayer Watch Dogs Diana Vice and Janet Campbell.
They helped keep up the drum beat of exposing the corruption that proved I was not making it up.
The Forrest Gump Legal System in NH could not make out what “The Recordings” were all about. Janet
and Diana used the very same recordings to effect the change of laws in their states. Their actions really
helped establish my credibility in NH while saving their states billions.
My daughter Emilie “The Lovey Girl.”
For coming to visit me regularly while I was incarcerated and loving me. It was good for my mind,
body and my soul.
Former Chairman of the NH Republican Party Jack Kimball.
His political activism on my behalf was instrumental in me getting out 6 years early. It put all agents
for the State of NH that sought to do me harm on notice that some well-connected politicians were
watching and listening. If there is one thing that “These Guys” hate is publicity. Jack gave me the
political megaphone that I needed while Dick Gagnon disseminated my MOTIONS. It was a one, two
punch of politics and law that frightened “These Guys.” Anonymity was not my ally and Jack made sure
that I had a voice.
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